


As part of 4Sales new Cultural Calendar strategy, we’re asking our 
brand partners to celebrate key moments across the year with us.

Create 
Change  
Through 
Entertainment

OUR MISSION



First up, it’s….

…and we’re looking for allies.
June 2021



LOCKDOWN 
HAS DEALT A 
HUGE BLOW TO 
THE COMMUNITY 



SO THIS YEAR
PRIDE MEANS 
MORE THAN 
EVER.

“I think we will see such an outpouring of love. It’s 

been such a difficult time that Pride is really going to 

feel like the LGBTQ+ community wrapping its arms

around itself and saying 'you got through it, you’re 

doing OK and you are loved and embraced and valid’ 

I, for one, am very excited and hopeful for that”

4youth respondent



Channel 4 has

supported

LGBTQ+

communities

for decades



And in 2021
we will 

continue 
with 

Pride

“This year C4 will use Pride Month to remind people that 

PRIDE IS FOR EVERYONE; it’s for the many not the few. 

We’ll use our platform to give voice to some of the less well 

heard LGBTQ+ voices, highlighting the array of diverse 

cultures and lives that make up the wider queer 

community; championing a more inclusive ideal of what 

Pride should be.” – Matt Berry, C4 Head of Brand



Pride will 
play out 
across 
our
channel... 

Logo usage

C4 blocks and idents

All 4 Collection Lounge

+ Continuity Announcements

Social



Linear ad break +

MARCH ON WITH 
PRIDE

Branded Ents

4Studio

…with creative 
opportunities
for brand allies
In the absence of boots on the ground, this Pride month we are 
asking brands to make space for the LGBTQ+ community on a 
different kind of stage: a nationwide platform broadcast to millions.



MARCH ON
CHANNEL 4 PRESENTS:

It’s been tough but now we are so close…  Let’s get ready to join back together and reclaim the streets.



For a community that spent so long in the 
shadows, fighting so hard for space, being forced 
off the streets again feels particularly poignant. 

But that doesn’t mean the community has 
stopped. Throughout the Pandemic, LGBTQ+ 
heroes have continued their work, creating and 
offering safe spaces for those who need them.

Now it’s time to dust ourselves off, 
get back out there, 
tell the world we survived,
and take the streets by storm. 

Let’s get ready to be together 

again and MARCH ON



WHAT WE ARE LOOKING FOR

6+ brands to partner with remarkable groups within the LGBTQ+ community that have 

helped the whole community make it through the pandemic.

WHAT IT INVOLVES

Each brand will give their airtime to a group to deliver a message that unites the 

community. This takeover is their chance to… March On this Pride season. 

A MARCH 
like no other



THE GROUPS
(some examples…)



1.THE OUTSIDE
PROJECT

24% of young homeless people are LGBTQ+ 

- The UK’s first and only LGBTQ+ homeless shelter 
- Based in London

2.TRANS 
HEALTHCARE FUND

When accessing general healthcare in the 

last year, 2 in 5 trans people said staff 

lacked understanding of trans health needs

- Campaigns on the gaps in healthcare provision for trans 

people in the UK as well as offering funding & support

- Nationwide



3.MIND OUT

In the last year, 52% of LGBTQ+ people 

experienced depression

- A mental health service run by and for LGBTQ+ people  
with experience of mental health issues

- Based in Brighton

51% of BAME LGBTQ+ people reported 

having experienced racism in the LGBTQ+ 

community – 61% for black LGBTQ+ people

- Europe’s largest celebration for African, Asian, Middle Eastern, 

Latin American & Caribbean heritage LGBTQ+ people

- Nationwide

4.UK BLACK PRIDE
/ LADY PHYLL



HOW IT WORKS



OPENING: SOMETHING’S 
HAPPENING
People are getting ready. In lots of different ways. Searching 
through drawers and cupboards. Stretching in the kitchen. 
Applying make up. Applying war paint. Waxing. Throwing on wigs. 
Rubbing sun cream into their partner’s back. And then we start 
cutting into our interviews... 

MAIN AD: POWERFUL STORIES 
The main body of our ad will be made up of interview footage 
filmed against colourful rainbow backdrops. 

Each group will appear in their own segment which will open with 
a statistic (in script + on screen) that highlights the issue they are 
tackling alongside a clear visual signpost to the brand that is 
sponsoring their takeover. 

Getting ready
to be together 
again

Pride banners unique to each group will be proudly displayed 

beside our community leaders as they share their stories – what 

they’ve been through over the last 12 months. The torture, the 

camaraderie, the heartbreak, the moments of joy… 

FINAL SCENE: BACK OUT, WITH JOY
We have built up momentum in the edit, cutting between the 

talking heads with footage of getting ready, a powerful music 

score and now we break out, for a climax of empowerment. 

We’ll see our community groups come together on the street. A 

final proclamation from one of our leaders will close the spot, 

encouraging everyone to keep marching, wherever they are. 

“Together we MARCH ON”.



INTRO:
Our takeover will kick off with a C4 branded intro championing all of 
our contributing brands; explaining the important role they have 
played in partnering with C4 and giving LGBTQ+ communities a voice 
in this ground-breaking ad break.

SUPPORTED BY:
Each LGTBQ+ group is able to participate in this ad because of the 
generous contribution from our chosen brands – and as we see our 
group on screen we will also see the brand that has partnered with 
them.
Each brand/group will be allocated a certain amount of on screen 
presence based on total brands featured. Logos and “Proudly 
Partners” will be held on screen for 5”-10”

OUTRO:
Our epic final scene will be followed with a specially recorded outro 
spot that features all of the participating brand logos.

Our Proud 
Partners
& Allies



A prime time 
spot to drive 
fame

TX in Celebrity Gogglebox on 25th June



THE TIMINGS
• Client-backed interest confirmed by 30th

April

• Contracts to be agreed and signed by 7th May 

Pre Production to begin on 8th May

• Live shoot to fall between 24th – 28th May

• Post Production to begin from 1st June 

Campaign to launch on 25th June



COSTINGS & DELIVERABLES
• The idea has been developed, costed and based on 6 brands taking part

• If more or less demand is demonstrated, we will explore options to accommodate
• In the event that too many brands express interest, Channel 4 will enter a selection process to be outlined 

at the time

• Along with the linear campaign film for TX on Channel 4 , brands will receive MP4 versions of 

the final film for use on their Owned & Operated channels.

• Channel 4 will also share and promote the campaign via Social

• There will be a Production contribution budget of £12.5k NET per brand

• Media costs will be split evenly between all brands at their standard C4 deal rates

• Approximate airtime estimates would be £50-60k gross per brand depending on the specific 

agency/client deal

• On All 4, we are gifting FOC 50k impressions (capped) to be delivered between 21:20 and 24:00 

on Friday 25th June



Supporting up & coming 
filmmakers from the 
LGBTQ+ community



The aim of the award winning 

RANDOM ACTS strand is to 

find and nurture young art film 

makers to deliver new short 

films.

Each year the film makers are 

given a brief/theme and 

tasked with bringing it to life 

in the most innovative way, all 

from their own personal 

perspective.



We want to work with a brand to 
commission 5 short films to TX on C4

This will be supported by complimentary 

content in the ad break where the brand’s 

LGBTQ+ colleagues react Gogglebox style to 

the films that personally connect with them

£90k net production

Sign off to be live in

June needed asap



Creating a 
legacy

Entitled by Adeyemi Michael
Nominated for a Broadcast Digital Award for Best Short Doc, adding 
to a successful run of fests/awards play for Entitled including Best 
Debut Director at Edinburgh TV Fest awards. About to direct his first 
long-form documentary for Channel 4

En Vogue by Jenn Nkiru
Went on to direct on Apeshit by Beyoncé and JayZ - and has just 
been nominated for a Jarman Award





Two routes to create social 
content that matters

CREATE – BESPOKE BRANDED CONTENTSPONSOR – ORIGINAL CONTENT



11.8M Organic Views

525K Engagements
3.1M Organic Views

53K Engagements

2.4M Organic Views

20.9K Engagements

We know how to make great content in 
this space



Sponsor a special LGBTQ+ episode for each 

of the following formats

My Body My Rules

Always on series showcasing young people and the 

way they have overcome body confidence barriers by 

taking their future confidence in to their own hands and 

inspiring others. 

How To Get Rich

Always on series showcasing young people and their 

side hustle that is making them a fortune

1 Episode on YT, FB, IGTV

Confession Couch

Ordinary Brits with burning secrets confess to their 

nearest and dearest. Covering a range of relevant 

social buzz worthy issues, can they move past their 

fear?

Gaming Changed My Life

True stories from falling in love, to resolving mental 

health issues or even starting a business we see 

several funny, aspiration and heartfelt stories

Proposed Package

Sponsor 4 eps over June

1 Episode for each across YT, FB, IGTV

1.5M views in total

0.03 CPV

£45K Total



4Studio has seen huge success in 
creating brand funded content that 
tackles  inclusion & diversity head on

Mission: Accessible 

with Visit Britain

Disability & 

Accessibility

LGBTQ+

Comedy

Under My Skin with NHS

Blood & Transplant

Race - Ethnicity Matters

Headstrong with Public 

Health England

Mental Health, 

Autism, Young Carers

Unseen Kingdom with 

The Body Shop

Female Homelessness

Generation Change 

with Direct Line

Social Activists, 

LGBTQ+, 

Race, Homelessness

Rebel With A Cause  

with Department for 

Education

Breaking the mould, 

Religion



New formats we would love to CREATE with you

Take Pride
Coming out, for many LGBTQ+ people is the 

time that they announce their truest and 

selves to the world but for many, this isn’t an 

easy thing to do.

Fronted by Riyadh Khalaf, Take Pride will see 

us explore the coming out story of one 

LGBTQ+ person per episode. They’ll meet 

with Riyadh and one celeb talent who’s 

coming out story was similar and receive 

coaching on what coming out has done for 

them and allowed them to be their best, 

most authentic selves.

Powder Room
The hours leading up to an event like Pride 

are just as important as the day itself. 

Powder Room is a celebration of getting 

ready as we eavesdrop on the pre-night 

D&Ms of LGBTQ+ communities up and down 

the UK.

This is insight like never before into what the 

community are saying right now. What do 

they think of Pride celebrations today, plus 

their view on identity, culture, friends, 

family? We’ll explore different groups as they 

prepare for their big day and hold court in 

our emporium filled with all the clothes, 

makeup and accessories you could dream 

of.

You Do You
You Do You is the proud, confident and body 

positive transformation format that helps 

victims of bullying find the confidence within 

themselves to be the person they truly want 

to be.

The host and star of our show is queen of 

self-confidence, Harnaam Kaur, bringing 

attitude, empathy and plenty of heart to 

makeover their confidence.

This show is about being out and proud, 

shouting it from the rooftops and truly 

owning and celebrating who we really are.

3 Eps 4.5M views

£75K Prod £225K media

We would need sign off by the end of April in order to get these series live in June

3 Eps 5.4M views

£90K Prod £270K media

3 Eps 4.8M views

£120K Prod £240K media



NEXT STEPS…
Speak to your 4Sales rep to register 
interest and we will be in touch

Let’s make Pride 2021 something 
we can all be proud of…


